Promotion Bureau To Go After Corporation Golf Activity

EARLY this month Golf Promotion Bureau will direct its efforts toward executives of companies having large numbers of employees. The promotion material will suggest that corporation employees' organizations consult with local pros regarding group golf lessons as a feature of the employees' winter entertainment programs.

This detail of golf promotion follows up the successful work done in Cincinnati by the municipal course golf pros under the direction of Red Strauss, who formed classes of office and factory employees for evening instruction and assigned pros to teach these people. The work spread from Cincinnati; in several cities, employee societies arranged with pros for group instruction. By working on the basis of 25 cents per person for a half hour class lesson a pro can earn a good income for himself during the winter at offices or factories.

Directors Need Pro Aid

Late last winter the welfare and athletic directors of several corporations became interested in golf instruction classes as a good feature of entertainment and winter athletic programs for men and women employees. The idea was so new that the corporation men depended on pro advice for organizing and conducting the classes and in some cases complained that the pros they approached with the class proposition did not take kindly to the idea or to evening work necessary, regardless of the rather substantial pro income involved. Other pros, however, took energetically to the idea and successfully solicited this business by talking with corporation officials and getting started in the organization work.

It is a good hunch for energetic pros to go after this winter class business of factory and office employees, but it calls for work and salesmanship. Lessons are
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BENT GRASS

BOTH SOD AND STOLONS

Vigorous, healthy stock that develops fine, true putting surfaces. Write for full information.

HIRAM F. GODWIN

Box 122, Redford Sta., Detroit, Mich.
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Swim Pool Water is just that — when the circulating unit is Graver made. And that's the only kind of pool that is popular with the public — the only kind that every country and town club, every municipality and school needs in the interests of public safety and member satisfaction.

If you are planning a pool, be sure to send for the brand new Graver Book on Design, Construction, and Operation of Modern Pools.

The Graver book contains many beautiful illustrations and just what you ought to know on the whole pool subject—prepared by pool engineers with years of sound experience.

COPY FREE ON REQUEST

GRAVER TANK & MFG. CO., INC.

New York, N. Y. - - Chicago, Ill.

Catasauqua, Pa. - - East Chicago, Ind.
Whatever your soil or climatic conditions, Woodruff can furnish the one mixture you need. Naturally, this requires experimental work...and for this reason Woodruff continually experiments with many grasses, on many soils, under various climatic conditions. This experimental work is part of a service to give you exactly the grass mixture you need. Woodruff offers to make an analysis of your conditions, to work out a mixture adapted to your environment. Take advantage of this service. Simply write today.

**SUPERLATIVES are dangerous in passing judgment on any details of club operation, but we'll risk one. The newsiest, livest and most interesting of all periodicals put out by golf clubs for their members is the distinction won by the "Palma Ceia Clubman," put out by R. O. Davis, mgr., assisted by a Tampa newspaperman.**

**GOLF'S MARKET PLACE**

A. G. Spalding & Bros. advise that Lyle Thomson, popular golf salesman for that company, will be in Florida again this winter to service professionals located in that state. His headquarters will be the new Spalding store, 334 E. Flagler Street, Miami, where a complete stock of golf equipment will be carried to speed up delivery to pros.

Distillers Corp-Seagrams Ltd. on Dec. 21 paid a dividend of 50 cents a share on the outstanding 1,742,645 common shares of the corporation. It was the first dividend on common stock since 1931 and brought Christmas cheer to approximately 4,300 stockholders in the United States and Canada.

The dividend payment came at the end of the year during which Seagrams had paid special attention to building up its business at golf clubs. That evidence of wise management in getting the club managers lined up for a good play on Sea-